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The Watermelon. Mary Conley. “This
was a challenge proposed by my book
illustrators’ group, to make a book with
five circles. The imagery was drawn in
Photoshop and printed (double-sided)
on matte photographic paper. Each of
the circles that make up this book is 8"
in diameter.” “The Tunnel Book,” page 22.
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WRITING ON
DIFFICULT
SURFACES

by Mary Noble

Wondrous though it is, the pen has its limitations. It is happiest on smooth paper and sometimes we just need to write
on our tablecloth or the bathroom wall, and the pen rebels.
Brushes and pencils fill that gap and open up other avenues
to explore, so have a go! Here is what I have found to work
on non-paper surfaces.
Walls. Choose a latex-painted wall with a flat or eggshell
(satin) finish if you can. If the wall was painted with gloss
paint and is shiny, your writing fluid may bubble up similar
to what ink does on gold foil; add some household (bar)
soap, and your ink or paint will spread out and stick to the
wall. I use gouache where possible because it can be washed
off if you make a mistake – acrylic inks and paints are more
difficult to change after they dry. After the lettering has
thoroughly dried, spray the wall with clear matte varnish if
you want the lettering to be permanent. (If you can, spray
varnish on an inconspicuous area to see how it will appear
when dry.) Undiluted sumi ink is great: it’s sticky (thick)
enough to give good, opaque coverage, and it washes off
without stain. Colors often do stain, so if you’ve promised to
wash off your lettering, say in a gallery after an exhibition,
you may have to repaint.
Rougher walls. Leave those to graffiti experts.
Top: Acrylic on calico. Letters were written with a brush and very
watered-down acrylic, so it was more like watercolor. The gold acrylic
paint was built up in layers, with some flecks of gold leaf added between
the layers; a mask of plastic tape was used to keep the edges sharp.
Another view of the piece is shown on the next page.
Middle: Sumi ink on latex-painted wall. This was part of my exhibition
in the foyer of Progress Theatre, a small nonprofit in Reading, England.
My exhibition was in conjunction with the theater’s annual WriteFest
production; I had to wash my lettering off the wall after two weeks.
Bottom: Gouache on a treated blind. The letters were written after a
workshop with Tom Kemp on Trajan brush writing. The blind was in
my studio until I moved rooms.
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PLACES

by Carol Rawlings
Photography by Alan Lade

This spread: The Wash. Carol Rawlings.
Unique, handmade, calligraphic book.
Text by the artist. Accordion fold, case
bound. Paste paper (acrylics, wheat paste
on Arches Text Wove), gouache, colored
pencil, acrylic. 13.25" x 8.88" x .38";
fully extended, 68.5" long.

A rocky little no-name wash not far from my house cuts through steep slopes thick with the
chaparral and pinyon/juniper/oak woodland typical of Arizona’s central highlands. I’ve walked
in the wash and its neighboring hills hundreds of times and never been bored. Whatever mood
I brought to it, it drew me into its details, whetted my curiosity, filled me with exhilaration.
This small watershed became my personal wild place, answering the need to be alone
outdoors in a place that matters. I walked, I poked around, I sat and stared.
That text opens my unique, handmade book The Wash. The
next passage rejoices in the names of things in the natural
world, while the bulk of the text considers the geology of the
wash and describes how studying it led me to a moment of
existential insight. For those not familiar with the American
West, a wash is the bed of a seasonal stream, cut into soil and
rock by runoff from storms.
A strong sense of place underlies nearly all my books, especially those for which I write the text myself. Although I may
include drawings, the visual expression of place is essentially
abstract, established with color, gesture, and composition.
For instance, in The Wash, the warm, rosy section suggests
ancient granite weathered for tens of millions of years, and
the grayish-green color evokes the still older granodiorite.
The sudden change of color partway through the book
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Vendredi ou la Vie sauvage by Michel Tournier (2014), bound in 2015.

MONIQUE LALLIER: A RETROSPECTIVE
Selected Bindings 1974-2018
Monique Lallier: A Retrospective presents nearly ninety bindings
spanning over forty years of Monique Lallier’s work as a bookbinder, first in Montreal and then in Greensboro, North Carolina,
where she has a home studio with her binder-husband, Don
Etherington. For each book displayed, often with multiple photographs, Monique tells us about the binding. She relates the substance of the book’s text and how that influenced her design, then
shares how, and of what, the binding was constructed. These brief
little stories will draw you in and make you feel as if you are there
with her as she talks about each of her bindings.
The bindings are mostly full-leather designer bindings. Onlays
and inlays of leather are used along with other materials to evoke
or otherwise provide a connection with the text or images of the
book that is being bound. The variety is unexpected. With some,
boards are covered with handmade paper (for a book about paper)
or paste paper. There are cut-outs (simple or elaborate) that show
decorated endsheets, and covers with panels that open up or have
inserts such as stamps or a cello. The designs in and of leather can
be simple, gestural illustrations or complex realistic creations, such
as a tree with countless glued leather shavings as leaves. A binding
from 1986 uses colored telephone wires.
The introductory essays illuminate Monique’s career and tell us
of her teaching, which has always been an important part of her
life as a binder. And on this, Peter Geraty writes in the book that
“her influence on [her] students has been critical to their growth
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Interpreter of Maladies by Jhumpa Lahiri (1999), bound in 2011.

as binders, as artists, as individuals. They don’t speak of her techniques or skills as a binder when they talk about Monique; they
center on how she relates to them as a person, draws them out.”
Even in this gloriously illustrated volume she continues to teach.
In discussing one book, she describes a simple technique where
magazine pages are cut and glued to a base sheet, then pressed,
dried, and sanded; with a light coat of color added, the sheet is
ready to use. She tells us this technique is good “for books that do
not have great monetary value.”
The bindings of Monique Lallier that appear in this book are
from numerous private collections, the binder’s own collection,
and the Art Institute of Chicago and The Morgan Library &
Museum, as well as from library special collections at Guilford
College, McGill University, University of Alberta, University of
Denver, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, and Western
Michigan University. Individual books have been exhibited at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, at other venues throughout the
United States and Canada, and in the United Kingdom, France,
and Switzerland. With this new book we get to view them all in
one place, without leaving home. – John Neal
Monique Lallier: A Retrospective. Theresa N. Hammond, Ara
Serjoie, Monique Lallier, Peter Geraty, Karen Hamner. 2018.
118 pages. 8½ x 11 inches. Paperbound

THE
TUNNEL
BOOK
by Mary Conley

There is more than one way to make
a tunnel book, but there is a relatively
simple way to create a collapsible
one with six pages. The example I
am using to show you this method
involves a paper-cut winter scene
and a haiku.
The book consists of four middle
pages of the same size. The front and
back pages are larger; they are glued
on and trimmed to fit after the rest
of the book is assembled. As a final
step, the book is embellished with
stars and snow.
Materials

• Pencil and metal ruler
• White pastel (pencil or stick)
• Scoring tool

• Craft knife

• Copier or printer to enlarge and print the templates

Page 3

• Double-sided tape (1/8") and/or glue

Page 2

• Card stock, 8½"x11": 7 sheets white, 1 sheet pink,
1 sheet dark blue
Paper with the grain parallel to the shorter dimension
works best for the white sheets.
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PEEK
-ABOOK
by Margaret Beech
Photos by Dano Keeney

This is an easy book that incorporates pop-up
pages and a cutout spine. My text is the nursery/
counting rhyme 1-2-3-4-5 (Once I caught a fish
alive). My book’s pages were cut from one large
sheet. I did a splash/wash decoration on each
side of the sheet, one side aqua and the other
side a more pure blue. I folded each of the 8" x 4"
pieces the same way, with the aqua decoration
on the outside. By doing this, each of my book’s
two-page spreads matches in color.
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Materials and Tools
For the text pages, THREE 8" x 4" pieces of thick paper or lightweight
cardstock, colored or patterned on both sides. Paper/cardstock with
the grain parallel to the 4" dimension works best.
For the covers, TWO 4" x 4" pieces of thin board, and TWO 5" x 5"
pieces of paper to cover the boards, colored or patterned on one side.
For binding, thin round elastic.
For hanging in the aperture, an appropriate dangle or beads.
Pencil, metal ruler, glue stick, craft knife, bulldog clips, box-cutter
(for cutting boards), Japanese screw punch or similar tool (3mm bit).

In a lone breath it is written;
it is spoken just the same
A look at the process/design of Michael Clark
Michael Clark has produced a book of his work, a wonderful display of
his lettering and typeface designs done over many years. Each page is
packed full of drawn and written letterforms. He has arranged the book
in categories that include Roman Caps, Italic, pointed pen, brush work,
faux brush lettering (done with Speedball nibs and markers), ruling pen
work, typefaces/fonts, favorite designs. Among the many examples in the
Concept Process section is a page showing ten different designs for one
logo (as is often the case, the client did not pick Michael’s favorite).
One section is titled “The Use of Deception in Design.” He explains:
“I am always thinking about how I can slip . . . a hidden meaning, a
play on a phrase. Sometime it is blatant; but most of the time it is safely
tucked beneath the very surface for someone, or anyone, to discover.”
In other words: hidden in plain sight.
It is Michael’s comments – both those on the tools/techniques used for
an individual title or logo, and his more general musings about his work
process – that make the book so much more than just a brilliant display
of calligraphic eye-candy.
In a lone breath it is written; it is spoken just the same by Michael
Clark. 2019. 68 pages. 8½ x 11 inches. Paperbound.

What started out as a word illustration with a
ruling pen turned into an all-day affair focusing on
the ‘hard c’ (or k) sound, employing the letter ‘q.’
It is these kind of exercises that keep the designer
brain-cells agile, the funny-bone tingling and the
internal idea thesaurus open for business. I was
aware of the morgue at the Newspaper early on...
you never know when an old idea might satisfy
a current need. I do know this: the art for quiver,
above, was used as a small space filler in one of
my creative directory pages. It yielded more than
twenty book covers for a major publisher. It just
goes to prove that you can, in actuality, make a
mountain out of a Moleskine sketchbook.
Bound & Lettered b Spring 2019
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ALLIANCE
SCA TREATY
by Heather Halton
As a member of the SCA community, where I am known as
Lady Murin Dunn, I have great fun escaping into another world
based on Medieval and Renaissance dress and custom, peopled
by fellow members of the Society for Creative Anachronism.
My position as a scribe means that I am kept busy creating
apprenticeship contracts and award scrolls for members of my
barony and kingdom. The scrolls recognize exceptional service
to the organization and superior achievement in art, craft, and
warfare. These documents have calligraphic texts and usually
some kind of illustrative elements. They can be fairly simple,
using contemporary materials, or more elaborate creations
on vellum, using gold leaf and true-to-period pigments, inks,
and tools.
This fall I was given a special commission by the Baroness
of Sacred Stone, which encompasses parts of Piedmont North
Carolina. Her Excellency Murienne requested that I draw up
a treaty renewal between the Barony of the Sacred Stone, in
the Kingdom of Atlantia, and its sister barony, Wyvernwoode,
in the Kingdom of Trimaris. The original treaty dates from
1994. (Atlantia is located in modern-day Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and part of Georgia. Trimaris
encompasses Florida, minus the panhandle. In her other life,
Baroness Murienne is known as Nikki, and she works at John
Neal Books.)
I had recently been focusing on cadels, which are ornate flourishes and letters made primarily of multiple parallel straight

strokes that meet at angles or square corners, instead of the oval
or circular curves of more common flourishing. This technique
was born out of Gothic scripts and achieved its height of popularity in 15th-century manuscripts and books.
Looking for inspiration, I found a scribal goddess in the form
of Gwenhwyvar verch Owen ap Morgan (Jeanie Davan). She had
shared her study of the frontispiece of the 16th-century manuscript
book Livro da Nobreza e Perfeiçam das Armas (a book of painted
and gilded coats of arms) on her blog. That page was done in
black and gold. The cadel is an important design element, and the
Above: The completed treaty between the SCA Barony of the Sacred Stone
and the Barony of Wyvernwoode, done over ten days in the Fall of 2018.
(The margins have been cropped.) The blank space at the bottom would be
used for signing. (See inside back cover to read the text.)
Left: A detail of the treaty. The unicornate sea horse is a heraldic device of the
Kingdom of Atlantia, and the double-headed phoenix is symbol of the Barony
of the Sacred Stone. Symbolic elements for the other kingdom (Trimaris/
triskele) and barony (Wyvernwoode/wyvern) are in other parts of the treaty.
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NEW BOOKS AND TOOLS
First training alphabet.

Second training alphabet.

surface, and pressure is explored. With exercises over another
30 pages or so, you learn letterform, spacing, and new techniques. And so it goes throughout the book: new training
alphabets are used in sequence to add a series of new concepts
(and associated techniques) to your hand and mind, each
time using detailed exercises over multiple pages. There are
11 such alphabets, and all the letterforms relate somewhat to
Italic forms, especially the broad-edged ones, which start at
the sixth training alphabet.
The book is an integrated course of study where your goal
is not limited to copying model alphabets, but also includes
learning the touch, feel, and movement of their forms. You
do learn new alphabets and about inks, pens, posture, and the
like, but more importantly, you learn the art that is calligraphy and how body, mind, and tools combine to make living
letters. – John Neal
Calligraphy as Art and Meditation: A New Approach by
Gina Jonas. 2018. 251 pages. 9.5 x 11.25 inches. Concealedspiral hardcover.
BLACK BISTER INK

First edged-pen alphabet.
SUNLIGHT
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One question with inks,
especially colored ones, is
how they will react to light.
For that reason, I thought
it was important to test the
new Bister inks. I brushed
a long stroke of each of the
colors onto a sheet of paper.
I then cut that sheet in half,
bisecting all the strokes.
One half went in a closed
drawer, and the other half
was taped to the inside of a
south-facing window that
receives strong afternoon
sunlight. That half-sheet
was in the window from
the end of October to the
end of December. After
two months, I am happy to
report that only one of the
Bister colors showed any
change. The black (actually
a blackish-brown) lightened
a little. With all the other
colors there was no change.
– Michael Ackerson

RED

NATURAL MAHOGANY

GREEN

BLUE

BROWN

LIGHTFASTNESS TEST

BLACK

BISTER INKS

2 months sunlight Kept in the dark

YELLOW

In her preface, Gina Jonas tells us her new book Calligraphy
as Art and Meditation introduces the reader to a new approach
to calligraphy that “emphasizes the pleasure of awakening the
senses of touch and rhythmical movement to direct strokes
and shape calligraphic letterforms” and that the “strokes
and forms become the basis for meditation in motion.” The
exercises in the book present “a holistic approach, one that
integrates mind, body and feeling to create living letterform.”
She lets us know that the moment-by-moment experience
of stroke making provides the “opportunity to develop
awareness, relax your mind, and open the door to artistic
expression.”
These are fine words, but she backs them up with 250 pages
of instruction and exercises. It is a progressive course that
takes you, exercise by exercise, from the use of one-point
tools like the pencil to the making of broad-pen letterforms.
A series of training alphabets is used to introduce and teach.
First, you learn a loose warm-up of straight line and oval
strokes with the pencil. In the second stage, you take those
strokes and form letters of a multi-stoke warm-up alphabet.
In the process, you apply rhythmical, directional movement
to letterforms – a foundation of calligraphy. Then Gina uses
this loose, no-stress alphabet to study the shapes of letters
and how they are spaced, and she introduces the concept of
the line/letter/word as image. You learn a bit at a time, exercise by exercise, over nearly 30 pages.
In the next section, you progress to a second teaching
alphabet, where your body’s movement is channeled into
single strokes. The interaction of writing tool, writing

DARK

Hermann Zapf

Coliro Galaxy Set

and tHe World He designed

HIJKLMN
a bi og rapH y by Jerry Kelly

OPQRSTU
tHe grolier ClUb, neW yorK

VW&XYZ
Hermann Zapf and the World He Designed traces the artist’s life from his youth in Nuremberg to his retirement in
Darmstadt, and is enriched by decades of conversations with
Zapf and fifty of his associates. The book details Zapf ’s work
experiences in Germany and the United States. It explores
his modern design aesthetic in book design, calligraphy,
and type design and how Zapf engaged with the staggering
technological advances of typography during the twentieth
century. The book brims with more than 400 illustrations,
of which over ninety have never been reproduced in a book
before. It also includes definitive lists of Zapf ’s type designs
and major calligraphic works; his calligraphic work has influenced several generations of contemporary scribes.
In this volume, Jerry Kelly gives us more than an in-depth
appreciation of Zapf ’s work: it is about his work in relation to
his life. With Zapf, you really cannot separate the two. Other
biographies of Zapf, including one he wrote himself, present
what Zapf chose to share of his life with the world. This
volume’s aim is to provide us a more complete picture of one
of the world’s greatest designers of letters, both calligraphic
and typographic.
Hermann Zapf and the World He Designed: A Biography
by Jerry Kelly. 2019. 366 pages. 6-1/8 x 9-3/8 inches. Clothbound.

SUNBEAM

SUPERNOVA

DEEP SPACE

DARK STAR

METEOR

MOONLIGHT

I’m told that soon after they were introduced in 2010, the
Finetec mica pan colors were a hit, and their Arabic Gold
quickly became the best-selling nonwaterproof metallic ink/paint at John
Neal Books. (For waterproof, it is
Dr. Ph. Martin’s Spectralite Gold
in its original formula). Our customers have found these colors
to be consistent and reliable and
of superior quality compared to
most iridescent pan watercolor. These
pan colors have more sparkle/
shine. They are easy to use and
mix; the texture is never grainy
or gummy; they write smoothly
from pen and brush. They create
beautiful washes and are super for
adding bright accents. I’ve never
heard anything negative about these
paints – everybody who uses them
simply loves them.
In 2017, the company changed
the name to Coliro (the product
remained the same), and they
started making a wide range of
colors available as individual pans,
with new ones arriving every few
months, including a lot of fun,
“nontraditional” colors. Coliro
has recently come out with something different, a special edition
full set of new colors. The set is
called Galaxy, and, just for fun, the
colors in the pans are impressed
with a neat crystal pattern rather
than the usual smooth top. The
six new colors have astrological
names: Moonlight has a bright
shine; for me, it’s like you are
writing with liquid chrome.
Sunbeam, Dark Star, and Meteor
are sparkly; Supernova and Deep
Space have a more even shine.
They are all great. Sets are available now; the individual colors
will come out this spring.
– Katie Johnson
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